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Sampling & Probability



Announcements

 Homework #1 and Key #1 Posted:  Do not turn these in

 Homework #2 and Key #2 Posted:  Do not turn these in

 R Assignment #1 Posted:  Due via email (Monday 2/27)

 Quizz #1:  On 1/29 (At start of class)

5 points
30 minutes
Calculator OK
Phone NOT OK



Treating Chronic Fatigue Syndrome

• Objective: Evaluate effectiveness of cognitive-behavior therapy for 

chronic fatigue syndrome.

• Participant Pool: 142 patients referred by primary care physicians 

to a hospital specializing in chronic fatigue syndrome.

• Actual Participants: Only 60 of 142 patients entered the study.

Some excluded because they did not meet diagnostic criteria, some

had other health issues, and some refused to be part of the study.

Deale et. al. 1997. Cognitive behavior 
therapy for chronic fatigue syndrome:
A randomized controlled trial. The 
American Journal of Psychiatry 154.3.



Study Design
• Patients randomly assigned to treatment and control 

groups. Sample size = 30 patients in each group:

• Treatment: Cognitive behavior therapy with a

behavioral emphasis. Patients shown how activity 

could be increased steadily and safely without 

exacerbating symptoms.

• Control: Relaxation. No advice given to patients    

about how activity could be increased. Instead 

taught muscle relaxation and visualization skills.



Results
• Table below tallies the number of patients with good 

outcomes at 6-month follow-up. Note: 7 patients dropped

out of study: 3 from treatment and 4 from control group.

Good outcome

Group

Yes No Total

Treatment 19 8 27

Control 5 21 26

Total 24 29 53



Good outcome

Group

Yes No Total

Treatment 19 8 27

Control 5 21 26

Total 24 29 53

Results

• Proportion with good outcomes in treatment group:

• Proportion with good outcomes in control group:

5/26 ≈ 0.19 → 19%

19/27 ≈ 0.70 → 70%



Implications

Do the data show a “real” difference between the groups ?

•Observed difference between the groups (70 - 19 = 51%)

may be real, or may be due to natural variation.

•Since the difference is quite large, it is more believable 

that the difference is real.

•However, we need statistics to determine if the observed 

difference is so large that we should reject the null 

hypothesis (the notion that result was only due to chance).



Implications
Are the results of this study generalizable to all patients

with chronic fatigue syndrome ?

• Patients had specific traits and volunteered to be part

of this study. Thus, this sample may not be representative

of all patients with chronic fatigue syndrome.

• While we cannot immediately generalize the results to all 

patients, this first study is encouraging.

• The method works for patients with a narrow set of traits,

and that gives hope that it could work with other patients.



Case Study: 
Treating Chronic Fatigue Syndrome

Goal: To answer the statistical question: do the data 
show a “real” difference between the two groups ? 

19%

51%

70%
Control    Treatment

Is there an alternative explanation ?  

CHANCE

What would you have expected ?
(Hint: what is the null hypothesis ?)  

P(control) = P(treatment)

What do we conclude from the result ?  
The Treatment Has an Effect  



How to Quantify Probability ?

Probability
Relative occurrence of a particular result, from         
a  given number of trials – in a finite sample

Relative occurrence of a particular result, from                  
an infinite number of trials – in an infinite sample

2.  Estimate probability from finite sample (observation)

1.   Determine biological population and define sample space 

Probability Estimation 

3.  Use estimate to assess the actual rate of occurrence 
of the phenomenon of interest (expectation)



Defining the Sample Space

Sample Space
The universe of all possible events
e.g., flip of a coin:  heads OR tails

Axiom 1:  The sum of all the probabilities of 
outcomes within a single sample space = 1.0
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NOTE:  In a properly defined “sample space”,                   
the outcomes are mutually exclusive



Complex Events

Complex Events
Composites of simple events in the same space
e.g., probability (heads) OR probability (tails)

Axiom 2:  Probability of a complex event equals 
the sum of outcomes that make up that event

Therefore, in a universe with two mutually 
exclusive outcomes, the complex event involving 
both outcomes, has a probability equal to 1. 



Observation:  Cats land unharmed on their  
feet, no matter how far they fall

High-rise Syndrome in Cats 

(Diamond, 1988)

132 cats falling more than 2 stories (mean = 5.5 +/-
0.3 S.E., max = 32 stories), have a survival rate of 
about 90%, assuming they are treated for the 
injuries that occur because of the ground impact.

Data:                17 / 132 euthanized by owners 

11 / 115 died due to injuries

104 / 115 survived 



High-rise Syndrome in Cats 

Proposed Explanation:  

Cats are able to right themselves, and reach               
terminal velocity (60 mph) after about 5 storeis

At this point, they relax and glide… and land safely           
on their feet (NOTE: Force = mass * acceleration)   

Remove the 17 euthanized cats from the sample

p = P (surviving) = 90%  (104 / 115)
q = P (dying) =       10%   (11 / 115)

p + q = 1



Closer look at the Data :

High-rise Syndrome in Cats 

From 1 – 6 storeis:  
Injuries increase 
with height

From 7 – 32 storeis:  
Injuries decrease 
with height



High-rise Syndrome in Cats 

Number Stories Fallen
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Reconciling the Observations with the Predictions:
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Another Explanation: Two processes involved in this study

- Cat falls from the high-rise and is brought to vet
- Vet quantifies the injuries sustained by the cat

Reconciling the Observations with the Predictions:

High-rise Syndrome in Cats 

Question:  Are these events independent? 
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1. Carefully consider the matches / mis-matches between 
the “biological population” and the “statistical sample”

2. Sampling and probability estimation require determining 
the sample space and the independence of events

Take Home Lessons:

High-rise Syndrome in Cats 



Shared Events

Shared Events
Simultaneous occurrence of multiple simple                
events in the same space
e.g., probability (heads AND tails) in 1 flip
e.g., probability (heads AND tails) in 2 flips

In the previous example, are these two probabilities equal? 

p (cat fell from skyscraper AND taken to the vet) 

p (cat fell from skyscraper) * p (cat taken to the vet) 



Shared Events & Independence

e.g., Imagine we are flipping two coins sequentially 

Probability of Heads & Heads = (1/2)  *  (1/2)

What is the Critical Assumption?  

Event 1                                                 Event 2

Axiom 3:  If two events are independent, the 
probability of a shared event (both events occur) 
equals the product of the individual probabilities.

Independence  



Two events, A and B, are independent 
if the fact that A occurs does not 
affect the probability of B occurring.

Some examples of independent events are:

Landing on heads after tossing a coin AND rolling a 5 
on a single 6-sided dice.

Choosing a marble from a jar AND landing on heads 
after tossing a coin.

Choosing a 3 from a deck of cards, replacing it, AND 
then choosing an ace as the second card.

Probabilistic Independence

Definition:



Conceptually, how can you show whether 
two events are independent ?

P (sun) 
= 2 / 5 = 0.4

P (rain) 
= 3 / 5 = 0.6

P (sun - sun)  = 0.4 * 0.4  = 0.16
P (sun - rain) = 0.6 * 0.4  = 0.24

P (rain - sun) = 0.6 * 0.4  = 0.24
P (rain - rain) = 0.6 * 0.6 = 0.36

EXPECTED                                 OBSERVED

1 / 4 = 0.25
1 / 4 = 0.25
0 / 4 = 0.00
2 / 4 = 0.50

RESULT:  Not independent 



Conceptually, how can you show whether 
two events are independent ?

P (sun) 
= 2 / 5 = 0.4

P (rain) 
= 3 / 5 = 0.6

P (sun - sun)  = 0.4 * 0.4  = 0.16
P (sun - rain) = 0.6 * 0.4  = 0.24

P (rain - sun) = 0.6 * 0.4  = 0.24
P (rain - rain) = 0.6 * 0.6 = 0.36

EXPECTED                                 OBSERVED

16 / 100 = 0.16
24 / 100 = 0.24
24 / 100 = 0.24
36 / 100 = 0.36

RESULT:  Independent 



Experimental Design

Facilitate the drawing of inferences                                
about biological populations by sampling 

Define  “biological population” of interest
Design study with 

standardized samples



Fisherian (Frequentist) Statistics

Frequentist statistics provides a generally applicable 
scheme for making statistical inference. 

Based on estimating probability of the data, if the null 
hypothesis is, in fact, true.

It implies drawing conclusions from sample data by the 
emphasis on the frequency or proportion of the data.

• Define Population of Interest

• Sample Randomly from that population

• Estimate Parameters of Population, using the Sample



Important Statistical Terms 

Statistical Population:

A defined set of entities concerning which statistical 
inferences are to be drawn, often based on a sample
taken from the biological population. 

The potential set of all measurements or observations, 
including not only the cases actually observed but also 
those that are potentially observable, in a sample.

Biological Population:

All the organisms of the same species (can interbreed) 
and live in the same geographical area.



Sampling

Why do we sample ? 

Why don’t we just  
sample one individual ?

Why don’t we sample 
everybody? 

How do we ensure our 
sample is representative 
of the entire population ?



Important Statistical Terms 

Statistical Population:

The ant colonies that we actually sampled using 10 
randomly-laid quadrats: 4 in the agricultural field and 
6 in the adjacent forest. 

The potential set of all measurements or observations, 
including not only the cases actually observed (in our 
sample) but also those that are potentially observable.

Biological Population:

All ant colonies in the agricultural field and in the 
adjacent forest we are studying.  



Anecdotes: Cherry-Picking Evidence
• Anti-smoking research started in 1930s and 1940s when

smoking became popular. While some smokers seemed to be

sensitive to cigarette smoke, others were unaffected.

• Faced with resistance based on anecdotal evidence such as

“My uncle smokes 3 packs a day and he’s in perfectly good

health”, evidence based on a limited sample size that might 

not be representative of the population.

• Concluded that “smoking is a complex human behavior, by its 

nature difficult to study, confounded by human variability.”

• Researchers examined larger samples over time and

trends showing that smoking has negative health impacts.



 Why not include everyone and “sample” the entire 

population? This is called a census.

 There are two problems with taking a census:

•Some individuals are difficult to locate or to measure.

And these difficult-to-find people may have certain 

characteristics that distinguish them from the rest of 

the population.

•Populations are always changing. Individuals move, age 

and die. Therefore, it is often impossible to get an

“instantaneous” snapshot.

Censuses



•Non-response: If only a small fraction of the randomly 

sampled people choose to respond to a survey, the sample 

may no longer be representative of the population.

•Voluntary response: Occurs when the sample consists of 

people who volunteer to respond because they have strong 

opinions on the issue. Such a sample will also not be

representative of the population.

•Convenience sample: Individuals who are easily 

accessible are more likely to be included in the sample.

Sampling Biases



 Historical example of biased sample yielding wrong results:

 In 1936, Landon sought the

Republican presidential 

nomination opposing the

re-election of FDR.

Sampling Biases

 The Literary Digest polled 10 million Americans,

and got responses from about 2.4 million.

 Poll showed that Landon would be overwhelming

winner and FDR would get only 43% of the votes.

 Election result: FDR won, with 62% of the votes.



 The magazine had surveyed

•its own readers,
•registered automobile owners, and
•registered telephone users.

 These groups had incomes well above the national 

average of the day (this is the Great Depression era) 

which resulted in lists of voters far more likely to 

support Republicans than a truly typical voter of the 

time. The sample was not representative. 

 The Literary Digest poll was based on a sample size of

2.4 million, which is huge, but since the sample was

biased, the sample did not yield an accurate prediction.

What Went Wrong ? 



Implications 
 Be skeptical and consider:

• What is the target population ?

• Is this a census or a sample ?

• How were the data collected ?

(How are the participants located?)
(Can they refuse to answer?)
(Can they provide the wrong answer?)



How to get a Representative Sample ?
•How do you sample something you

are cooking: you taste (examine) a

small part (a sample) to get an idea 

about the dish as a whole.

•When you taste a spoonful of soup and

decide it is not salty enough, that is

exploratory analysis.

•If you generalize and conclude that entire 

soup needs salt, that’s an inference.

•For your inference to be valid, the 

spoonful you tasted (the sample) needs

to be representative of the entire pot 

(the population).



How Does Inference Work ?

•For your inference to be valid, the 

spoonful you tasted (the sample) 

needs to be representative of the 

entire pot (the population).

•If your spoonful comes from the surface

and the salt is collected at the bottom of 

the pot, what you tasted is probably not 

representative of the whole pot.

•If you first stir the soup thoroughly 

before you taste, your spoonful will be 

representative of the whole pot.



A random sample is the subset of individuals (a sample) 
chosen from a larger set of interest (a population) such 
that: 

Each individual is randomly chosen (by chance): 

• each individual has an equal 
• and independent probability

of being chosen during the sampling process, 

A random sample is an unbiased surveying technique.

Random Sampling



Simple random sample is equivalent to using a raffle to 
select the individuals that will be sampled (cases). 

This means that each member of the population has an equal 
chance of being included and there is no implied connection 
between the individuals (cases) in the sample.

What about if the population 
is made up of different types 
(sex / age) of individuals ?   

Stratified Random Sampling:  
- Define subgroups (strata)
- Sample strata randomly

Sampling From a Population



Simple Random Sampling 

- Samples spread                        
randomly across
entire population

Stratified Random 
Sampling

- Equal sample size in 
each stratum (sample 
3 samples per area) 

- Unequal sample size  
in each stratum 

Sampling From a Population



Sampling From a Population
Research question:

What is the total surface area of tree leaves in Oahu ?

Population of interest: All trees in Oahu

Sampling Approach:

Stratify by habitat

Stratify by species

Stratify by tree



Managing Histories
• When closing an R session,                                                    

Save History, and all the                                                                        
commands entered in to                                                                   
the console will be saved.  

• The next time you use R,                                                                    
Load History and they all                                                      
will still be there for you. 

• You can save and restore                                                  
multiple histories.

• Histories are saved as                                                                  
blank files (no suffix). 

• If you add a suffix, be                                                         
consistent. I use “.txt” 

Clear 
History



Managing Histories

• Be consistent                                                                
when naming 
your R files

• Place them               
in the              
same folder

Recommendations



Managing Workspaces
• When closing an R session,                                                     

if you Save Workspace, all                                                           
of the open objects and                                                                  
libraries will be saved.  

• The next time you use R,                                                            
Load Workspace, brings back                                                      
all the objects and variables

• Workspace images are saved                                                  
as “Rimage” (*Rdata) files.

• You can save and restore                                                  
multiple workspaces images.

NOTE: R Studio calls              
this the “Environment”



Managing Workspaces
• R Studio also allows you to LOAD, SAVE, CLEAR a  

workspace using the SESSION menu button.


